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Numerical control
specialists OSAI
produce the 10 Series
which offers a wide
choice of products
designed for various
applications: ranging
from machines for the
glass, wood, plastic
and marble industries
to machines for high-
speed metal cutting.
Some of OSAI’s
innovative products,
designed to be user
friendly and meet
customers’ specific
requirements, are
looked at here. 

10 Series operator panelRemo Migliorini*
OSAI Srl



EETING THE CUSTOMERS’
REQUIREMENTS

Technological progress
in electronic components has con-
tributed to growing developments in
industrial automation. Software devel-
opments with the aim of automating
production processes to achieve a
more reliable and precise end result are
the fruit of continual progress in inte-
gration and technology.

Osai Srl, based in Barone Canavese
near Turin, north-west Italy, is a leader
in the production of numerical con-
trols and is at the forefront of contin-
ual research and development of inno-
vative products. Its objective is to offer
a complete range of products for indus-
trial automation in the fullest sense of
the word, from numerical control to
drives, from relevant management pro-
grammes to servo motors.

For more than 40 years, the firm has been in
technological partnership with its clients,
manufacturers and end users, who have all
contributed towards strong and constant growth
in the production of numerical controls applied
in  diverse sectors such as metal, wood, mar-

ble and plastic. Numerical controls are in fact
used in a wide range of applications and vary
according to the material being worked or the
machine tool used. Requirements of NC range
from ease of use for the operator, to the speed
of work cycles, without ignoring flexibility and
the possibility of personalizing equipment.

With its NC 10 Series, OSAI
has succeeded in meeting
these requirements and has
managed to conquer a grow-
ing share of the market. 

USER FRIENDLY NC
A principal requirement of

the machine tool user is the
need to work with more ‘user-
friendly’ numerical controls,
that is to say with a simplified
user interface which is dedi-
cated to the particular appli-
cation in question and not a
standard user interface where
specific information is diffi-
cult to retrieve and deal with. 

Osai’s 10 Series numeri-
cal controls use an open plat-
form, PC-based architecture;
they can be personalized for
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“Win-Link” operator panel



104 easy use and can help the operator either in the
planning phase or in operation.

The WinLink control panel combines an
industrial PC which uses standard programmes
available on the market such as CAD/CAM.
Alternatively, the customer can programme
his/her specific human interface, for example
by using standard graphic programming tools.
Having an on-board PC ensures clear separa-
tion between the real-time environment of the
numerical controls and the Windows envi-
ronment and allows the machine operator
function to be used to the full whilst the
machine is running.

HIGH-SPEED OPERATIONS
Once the problem of ease of use of the con-

trol has been taken care of, the user focuses on
the technical features of the machine and in par-
ticular the currently most talked about feature -
high-speed operations.  

Nowadays, mechanical technology has
developed to the point where what was pre-
viously considered an insurmountable limit
in terms of processing speed and sustainable
acceleration has become almost standard
in the world of machine tools. It is now
common to talk about high-speed machines
with speeds of over 100 m/min and accel-
eration of 1g or higher. 

Although ‘high-speed’ is a term com-
monly (and mistakenly) associated with
metal working, high working speeds are actu-
ally preferable when working other mate-
rials which, because of their composition
or processing, require superior working
speeds and surface finishings. One can
only imagine how bad it would be for even
the smallest defect in grinding or bevelling
of a curved edge to show through on a
processed object. Osai’s solution to this is
particularly innovative if we look in detail
at the approach to the problem. Well-known
and tested mathematical concepts (spline)
usually only applied to tool path geome-
try, have been extended and applied to
dynamic movements in order to achieve
high-speed machining with a finish
closer to the mathematical model.   

Carrying out new, polynomial inter-

polation on the new hardware platforms based
on ever-quicker 64-bit microprocessors, used
by the 10 Series NC, allow almost 4 times
better block cycle-time than with the previous
32-bit microprocessors. 

A CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE MANUFACTURER

Satisfying the needs of the end user is not
enough. It is absolutely vital to construct a very
close working relationship with the manu-
facturer so that the NC can offer the integra-
tional characteristics of the specific plant,
such as dimensions, the interface towards the
field and drives on the one hand, and towards
the firm’s information system on the other.
Common to all electronic products is their
tendency to become smaller. NC units benefit
from being small and compact, for example
OSAI’s new unit -the 10/110- for the control
of three interpolated axes and spindle. 

The innovative characteristic of the new
model is the result of careful and persistent
research by OSAI particularly as regards elec-
tronic integration: in the space usually taken
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105up by a control panel (less
than 12 dm3), the whole
numerical control has been
integrated with 72 I/O points
for field management,  while
the operator panel with a
TFT 10.4” colour display
and operator console now
only take up the space occu-
pied by the operator panel
alone. All NC auxiliary com-
ponents have been inte-
grated in a single hardware
module which makes instal-
lation extremely easy and
eliminates the cables usually
necessary between the NC 
and operator panel; this
implies lower costs for the
entire system (wiring and
electric cabinet). 

As regards the interface
towards other machine com-
ponents, I/O modules and
drives, the constructor has
to evaluate the choice
between proprietary solu-
tions and standard solutions
available on the market.
Without going into specif-
ic technical details, it goes
without saying that propri-
etary solutions inevitably
l imit market freedom
because they force the user
to choose between compo-
nents offered by a sole sup-
plier. Standard solutions,
on the other hand, give the
user freedom to integrate
chosen components accord-
ing to very precise technical
or competitive needs, from a wider product
range. A complete NC package, I/O and drives
offers standard interfaces which means the
user can easily integrate components based on
the same standards, bought from a third par-
ty. 

Distributed I/O modules for field management
are available through the standard Interbus

communication channel which is integrated in
the 10 Series NC. Highly configurable basic
I/O modules, available for 2 to 16 I/O points, dig-
ital or analogue, optimizes the total number of
I/O and, by allowing positioning near to actu-
ators, provides the best possible machine wiring. 

Standard digital Sercos package (including
motors and drives) allows maximum use of

Interbus -
distributed 

I/O modules
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the new OSAI polynomial interpolation poten-
tial, with results in terms of speed and finish that
were inconceivable just a short time ago. 

The new 10/585 is available with the Eth-
ernet communication channel integrated into
the NC as well as into the WinLink (operator
panel). Programme and data transfer between
the NC and network-connected PCs, as well as
trouble-shooting and monitoring of machine 
functionality, are simplified by bi-directional
Mini-DNC and integrated standard client-
server functionality. 

DEVELOPMENT IN
COMMUNICATION LINES 

During the last decade, technology in NCs has
evolved in much the same way as PCs. Such has
been the advance in technology in NCs that
its function is no longer solely the control of axes.
All interfaces towards the outside world used
to be dedicated to the peripheral devices: read-
ers of punched tape and magnetic tape. The
only universal communication link was the
serial line RS-232, among which, and by means
of the specific software driver, it was possible
to transfer data from a PC to an NC. Commu-
nication lines have also followed PC develop-
ments - progress in this field in factories has been
particularly noticeable, whereas today Ethernet
communication is taken for granted. Ethernet,
like the RS-232, defines an electrical commu-
nication standard, but with the advantage that
transmission speeds are notably higher: from
9,600 bit/second of the RS-232 to 10 or 100 mil-
lion bits/second of Ethernet. 

Requests on behalf of users are becoming
stronger to link NC to Ethernet factory networks
in order to easily exchange programmes and pro-
duction data between technical offices and
the shop floor. 

Builders of NC units replied to such requests
offering varying solutions based on Ethernet
interface integration on their NCs. Some NC
providers based on proprietary architecture
have found it impossible to integrate Ethernet
with their NC, so have worked on alternative
proposals in which the NC is linked to the
control panel through other solutions, and it is
the operator panel (which includes a PC) that
provides the Ethernet connection. Such a sug-

gestion is not innovative in comparison with
traditional solutions where the NC was linked
by means of the RS-232 with an external PC,
and in its own time, the external PC provided
a link with the rest of the company. 

Using a control based on standard PC archi-
tecture made it easy to integrate the Ethernet
communication channel directly in the NC, thus
offering interesting features which more than
satisfied users’ requests.

In fact, also from the software point of
view, OSAI has adopted standard communication
protocol, available on all Windows PCs which
are linked up, for the 10 Series controls and has
inserted the Client-Server functions in the
NC. Therefore the NC hard disk is shared and
access of records, programmes or data mem-
orized on a central server or from the techni-
cal office, is possible by simply dragging the
files from the local hard disk of the PC to the
remote one shared by the NC. Furthermore, NC-
integrated standard Ethernet communication
channel and an extensive DLL communication
library in the 10 Series, allows implementation
of distributed NC  architecture; each NC can
manage one or more basic working units, as for
example, in rotary transfers. Data obtained
from the PC and several numerical controls in
the network can be synchronized. It can there-
fore be confirmed that OSAI has met the
requirements for linking NC on line in facto-
ries, creating solutions to build distributed
NC architecture integrated into factory networks,
as in-built components. 
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